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ABSTRACT 

Project FCFE, which stands for Food Consumption For Elderly, is a resource            

package that aims to teach the elderly how to better care for themselves through the               

meals that they consume daily. The resource package includes our guidebook, as            

well as our website. In the guidebook, many different recipes have been created and              

pictures have also been included for references. There are also places of            

recommendation where the elderly can consider where they want to have their            

meals, which are healthier for them. On our website, our various recipes and places              

of food recommendations can be found here. However, what makes the website            

slightly different from the guidebook, is that a few recipes have videos that also show               

you the process of how to cook them.  

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Rationale 

Singapore has an ageing population, which means that the number of elderly is on              

the rise. As the population of elderly is increasing, the health of the elderly has               

become more and more of an important and pressing issue. Even though medical             

technology has become more and more advanced, the number of cases of the             

elderly that suffer health problems such as diabetes and high cholesterol is            

increasing, to the extent that the majority of the ageing population has such issues.              

As the elderly’s health is adversely affected by their diet, it is important that they               

maintain nutritious diets. As such, due to the common health problems faced by a              

large number of elderly, our project is needed so that the elderly have healthy and               

nutritious diets and meals.  

 

1.2 Objective 

We hope that through this project, the elderly can make use of our recipes to cook                

their own healthy meals, and more people would be able to draw ideas on what the                

elderly should eat for healthier meals on a daily basis.  

1.3 Target Audience 

The Elderly who are aged 65 and above. 
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1.4 Needs Analysis 

A needs analysis was done up to ascertain the usefulness and relevance of this              

project. We had done up a google form to help collate the data we obtained. For the                 

needs analysis, we collaborated with Xin Yuan Community Care and let 29 of the              

elderly answer some questions, such as whether they found the idea of our project              

feasible and useful, accordingly. According to our results, the majority of the elderly             

felt that our project was relevant and would be useful for them. 

 

1.5 Survey Results 
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2 REVIEW 

There are websites on the internet about healthy recipes for the elderly but the              

descriptions are often very wordy. The recipes are also very brief and not clear and               

concise. It is also often written and presented only in English and would not be               

feasible for the elderly as many of them only know how to read chinese. These               

websites are also not easily accessible for the elderly as the elderly often do not               

possess smartphones or computers, and cannot use the internet to search up these             

websites.  

https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/ensuring-the-elderly-eat-e
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https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/ensuring-the-elderly-eat-enough-the-health-implications-of-a-9499186


nough-the-health-implications-of-a-9499186 

(2017) 

“Madam Lim Siew Heng was 38kg at her heaviest, underweight even for her             

petite 1.55m frame. In recent years, her weight dropped to below 30kg. Now             

aged 94, Mdm Lim was probably undernourished.” This is an example of the             

elderly facing dietary issues and it shows us the importance of a consistent,             

healthy diet that is appetising to one’s taste buds. We also realised that the              

elderly have a smaller appetite, despite the necessary nutrients they require  
 

 

https://www.healthhub.sg/live-healthy/456/Dietary%20Guidelines%20for%20Older%

20Adults  

(2018) 

This website comprises of some health guidelines that the elderly should           
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abide to, and also how to plan meals for the elderly. There are also many               

methods that they suggest to solve various problems that the elderly face            

when it comes to eating. 

 

3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Development of Resources 

The resources that were created in this project were: 

● A guidebook 
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Sample page from our guidebook 

We spent some time researching on what existing recipes were available on the             

internet. Afterwards, we came as a group to discuss how we wanted to change the               

recipes and make these recipes more unique to our project. After we had discussed              

a few recipes, we used Canva to individually create our recipes in both English and               

Chinese, which were used in the guidebook. We had also used Canva to create              

other pages of the guidebook to come up with the unique and colourful pages. 
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● Website containing recipes and recommendations of healthy places to eat 

We used Google sites to create our website. We wanted our website to be clear and                

easy to use, making it more user-friendly for all ages. While working on our website,               

we wanted to introduce a few places where healthy food is sold in Singapore, as we                

understood that not everyone was able to cook everyday. We then did some             

research about certain places in Singapore which sell healthy food and went down to              

take photographs of the food stalls. The information of such stalls, such as the              

location and name, are then included onto our website, so that the elderly or their               

caregivers could refer to these places when they want to eat out. We then edited               
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some of the recipes after we had received feedback and also made new recipes. We               

also filmed a few videos, demonstrating how to make some of our recipes.             

Thereafter, we edited our website and made it more visually appealing by replacing             

the dull background with more vibrant colours for it to appear more visually             

appealing. We also found new places of recommendations for the elderly and added             

them onto our website and guidebook.  

 

3.4 Pilot Test 

In order to find out the effectiveness of our resource, we conducted our first round of                

pilot testing. We made a dish with one of our recipes, and got some of our                

grandparents to try them to seek their opinions of of our food. To ensure fairness               

during the pilot test, we requested that they gave us their truthful and unbiased              

responses.  

 

With the feedback from our grandparents, we managed to improve our recipes with             

their suggestions and tips. After we had improved and finished up our resource             

package based on the feedback we received, we conducted our second round of             

pilot testing on a larger group of people. We went down to conduct our second pilot                

test at Xin Yuan Community Care. The elderly were very active in their participation              

and found our food to be delicious and had no problems with it. “This soup is tasty.                 

The meat in this soup is also not too hard and tough to chew. I like how it tastes.”                   

This is a sample response we had received from the elderly. They also liked the fact                

that we had Chinese recipes since many of them only understood Chinese. 
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4 OUTCOME AND DISCUSSION 

When we started the project, we only thought of making a website. However, we              

received feedback from proposal evaluation that websites might not be the best            

platform for the elderly since many of them are not tech-savvy and did not know not                

to use the internet. Hence, we made a guidebook containing the recipes, and             

designed it colourfully to attract the elderly. However, we received feedback that the             

font size was too small, and thus we increased the font size for the website. We were                 

also told that the background colour of our website was too dull and dark, therefore               

we changed the theme color of the website from black and grey to more vibrant               

colors to make it more appealing. After pilot testing, our project has included more              

recipes and we have also made changes to existing recipes based on the feedback              

we received by editing some of the ingredients and steps accordingly. However, we             

feel that our place recommendations are quite limited and we could add on more              

recommendations to make it a more comprehensive guide to make things as            

convenient as possible for the elderly. However, there are limitations of our project,             

such as many elderly being unaware of our project, because they cannot access our              

website due to a lack of mobile device and are unaware about our guidebook. 

 

5 CONCLUSION 

Project FCFE was quite a challenge to take on as it required some time researching               

about the different kinds of food nutrition needed for the elderly, and figuring out how               
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our resources could provide a clear understanding and act as a good sample of what               

the elderly should consume, so that they will be able to have the right nutrients for                

them to live healthily. We also faced challenges when trying out our recipes and              

tirelessly tweaking them in order to achieve a tasty and healthy outcome. We hope              

that through our resource package, the elderly can have a better understanding and             

idea of what they should eat for their meals, and can try out our recipes on their own                  

at home. Though we faced many challenges, this project was undoubtedly an            

enriching experience for all of us, and not only have we learnt more about the proper                

nutrition of food and apply that knowledge into resources for the elderly to help them               

lead healthier lives, we also picked up useful soft skills such as collaborative skills. 
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